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The discussions of Muslim scholars concerning the statute of Islam 
under Christian rule in the Iberian Peninsula have been the subject of 
research conducted from two different perspectives. First of all, their 
historical value has been studied for the complex history of Islam within 
the Iberian Peninsula^ where Muslim communities, under both Muslim 
and Christian rule, were existing during several centuries and where, 
for most of the 16th and the early years of the 17th century, Islam was 
completely subjected to Christian rule 2. A second perspective, em-
phasized in more recent publications, has been the relevance of these 
discussions within the general framework of the development of Islamic le-
gal thought about the statute of Muslim minorities, incidentally including 
those living in Western Europe today .^ 
The purpose of the present article is to study an unknown manu-
script which adds some source material which are relevant to both the 
approaches mentioned in the previous paragraph. We refer to a set of 
photocopies in our possession of parts of a privately owned Arabic ma-
nuscript in a village in the surroundings of the Moroccan City of Te-
tuan. The pages of the MS at our disposal contain no indication of the 
place or date of copying, but their script is strikingly similar to the one 
we know in Arabic manuscripts from 16th century Spain. One might 
imagine that they were brought to North Africa by some Morisco immi-
^ The authors cooperate within the research project «Islam and the West», of the 
Department for the History of Religions, of the Faculty of Theology of Leiden Univer-
sity. The research of G. A. Wiegers was made possible by a fellowship of the Royal Ne-
therlands Academy of Arts and Sciences (KNAW). The authors express their gratitude to 
their friends and colleagues, prof. Dr. Q. Al-Samarrai (Leiden), Mr. M. Naji and Mr. A. 
Al-Saouri (Rabat) for their valuable assistence and comments. 
2 Mu'nis (1957); Harvey (1964); Sabbagh (1983); Buzineb (1988-1989). 
3 Masud (1989) and (1990); Fierro (1991); Meier (1991); Lewis (1992); Abou al-
Fadl (1994); Shadid and Van Koningsveld (in the press). 
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grant during the 16th or early 17th century. However this may be, we 
are dealing with two separate texts, viz. (1) a fatwâ of the Andalusian 
scholar, Ibn RabF (d. 719/1320) on the statute of Islam under Chris-
tian rule, and (2) fatwàs of the Chief Judges of the four Sunnite madh-
habs in Cairo around the year 1510 A.D., concerning the statute of Is-
lam under Christian rule in Spain. The first extensive text seems to be 
the only complete Andalusian fatwâ on this vital issue known so far, 
while the second text at once places the same issue within the broader 
scope of the inter-madhhab discussions in East and West concerning 
the statute of Muslim minorities in general. 
The author's name of the first text is given as «al-Shaykh al-Faqih al-
'Àlim al-Alam al-Qâdî al-Adal, Abu 7-Hasan Muhammad ibn al-Shaykh 
al-Faqîh al-Alam al-Qâdî Abî'Àmir ibn Rabh. Ibn Hajar provides a 
short biographical notes of this scholar. He gives his complete name as 
follows: Muhammad ibn Yahyà ibn 'Abd al-Rahmàn ibn Ahmad ibn 
Rabr al-Qurtubî al-Málikí al-Ash'arî. According to Ibn Hajar, he was 
born in Córdoba in 626 (1228), settled in Málaga and died on 17 Dhü 
'1-Qa'da 719/30 December 1319. «He became the muhaddith, faqîh and 
wazir of Málaga» 4. Buzineb has recently drawn attention to a short quo-
tation from a fatwâ by «Abu '1-Husayn Muhammad ibn Yahyá ibn Ra-
bFa» [sic] to be found in the work of the Moroccan scholar al-Zayyâtï 
(d. in Tetuan in 1055/1645), in his work Al-Jawâhir al-mukhtâra mim-
mâ waqaftu 'alayhi bi-Jabal Chumara ^. This is in fact the only quotation 
from Ibn RabF's fatwâ known so far. Facing an incorrectly spelled name 
in al-ZayyátFs work, Buzineb did not identify the author as an Andalu-
sian scholar but rather considered him as one of the Maghribï jurists 
who were discussing the migration of Spanish Muslims to North Africa. 
Al-Zayyàtï's quotation proves that Ibn RabF's fatwâ was indeed known 
in the north of Morocco during the first half of the 17th century. We 
shall see below that al-Wansharïsï also had a copy in front of him, while 
compiling in Fez two similar fatwâs during the late 15th century. 
The second text of the MS contains the opinion of four leading le-
gal specialists belonging to the four Sunnite madhhabs in Egypt. With 
the help of Ibn lyàs' chronicle, they can be identified as the Chief Jud-
^ Al-Durar al-kàmina, vol. 4, N.° 793; he is also mentioned by Abu Hayyán (d. 745/ 
1344) as one of his teachers (al-Maqqarï, ed. Dozy et al, vol. 1, 835, with kunya Abu '1-
Husayn). 
5 Cf. Buzineb, Respuestas (1988-9), pp. 54-55 (based on Manuscript 66 of the Ge-
neral Library in Rabat). 
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ges of the four madhhabs in Cairo who were in office between July 1508 
and April 1513. This identification is only possible, however, if we assu-
me that some scribal errors have changed the correct spelling of two 
out of the four names. 
The names that can be identified with complete certainty are those 
of Muhammad ibn 'All al-Qâdirï al-Shàfi'ï and Ahmad ibn 'All al-Han-
bali. The full name of the former was Kamal al-Dm Abu '1-Fadl 
Muhammad ibn Nùr al-Dïn 'Alï ibn al-Nasïrï Muhammad ibn al-Sayfí 
Bahàdir al-'Umarï al-Qàdirï al-Tawïl ^. Judging from the data provided 
by Ibn lyàs, his first appointment as Shaf ite Chief Judge took place on 
the last day of the month of Safar 914 (29 June 1508) \ He was dis-
charged from this office after the Feast of Sacrifices and the ayyàm al-
tashriq of the month of Dhü '1-Hijja of the year 915 (27 March 1510) «, 
but reinstalled on 17 Jumada I 916 (23 August 1510) ^. He was dis-
charged from this office on 8 Dhü '1-Qa'da 919 (5 January 1514) but 
reinstalled on 27 Rajab 921 (7 September 1515) i». 
As for the Hanbalite imam, his full name was Shihab al-Dîn Ahmad 
ibn 'All ibn Ahmad ibn al-Shïshïnï al-Hanbalï. He is mentioned by Ibn 
lyàs as the Hanbalite Chief Judge of Egypt for the first time in the year 
902 11, and also in the years 907, 908, 913 and 919 (Shawwal). He died 
on 7 Safar 919(15 April 1513) while occupying the same position ^ ^. 
The imam mentioned in the manuscript by the name of 'Abd al-
Barr ibn Ishàq al-Hanafí can be identified with the Hanafite Chief Judge 
'Abd al-Barr ibn al-Shihna, with the assumption of a scribal error in the 
transmission of the text, changing the name of al-Shihna into that of 
Ishàq. Judging from the chronicle of Ibn lyàs, 'Abd al-Barr ibn al-
Shihna occupied the post of Hanafite Chief Judge in 906 for the first ti-
me i'\ He was confirmed in his position in the beginning of Safar 908 
and in 909 ^\ He died on 28 Rajab 921 (8 September 1515) ^\ 
Finally, the Málikite imam mentioned in the manuscript by the 
^' A biographical note on him is given by al-Ghazzi, Al-Kawcikib, vol. 2, pp. 45-46. 
7 Ibn lyàs, BadàV, vol. 4, p. 132. 
^ Ibidem, vol. 4, p. 171. 
>^ Ihidem,p.\S9. 
1" /¿?/¿/6W,vol.4,pp.350and469. 
1 ' Ibidem, vol. 3, p. 363. 
12 Ibidem, vol. 4, pp. 14, 30 ,11 , 344; cf. vol. 5, p. 92. 
^^ Ibidem, vol. 3, p. 466; vol. 4, p. 7. 
1^  //7/¿/é'w,vol. 4,pp. 3 9 a n d 5 9 . 
15 /Z?/i/c^ w, vol. 4, p. 470. 
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name of Muhammad ibn al-Muhibb can be identified with Yahyà 
Muhyï al-Dïn al-Damïrî, if we assume that «Yahyà» was corrupted into 
«Muhammad», and «Muhyï» into «Muhibb». After the death of his fa-
ther he was appointed Málikite Chief Judge of Egypt on 17 Shawwál 
913 (16 February 1508) i^ . He occupied the same post in 919 i'^  and 
still in Ramadan 921 is. 
As the fatwas in all likelihood were written at a moment when all 
four previously identified specialists occupied the office of Chief Judge 
of their madhhab in Egypt, it follows that these texts have to be dated 
between the last day of the month of Safar 914 or 29 June 1508 (the 
date of the first appointment of the Sháfi'ite Chief Judge) and 7 Safar 
919 or 15 April 1513 (the date on which the Hanbalite Chief Judge 
died). 
I. THE FATWÀ OF IBN RABF (died 719/1320) 
1.1. Structure and Arguments 
The fatwà of Ibn RabF consists of an introduction, two «studies» 
{naz.ar) and a conclusion. In the introduction, the author describes the 
questions posed to him. In the two studies he discusses (1) the rules 
concerning residence in the Territory of War (ahkám al-iqàmd) and (2) 
the rules concerning the person residing among the enemies (ahkám al-
muqïm). The first study is further divided into two separate «investiga-
tions» (bahth), viz. one concerning the «categorical prohibition of resi-
dence (in the Territory of War)» i^ , and another concerning «the (only 
legitimate) cause preventing the emigration (from the Territory of War 
to the Territory of Islam), viz. the complete inability to do so, but not 
(the interest of) one's property or (the attachment to) one's home-
land» 20. The second «study» is divided into two «investigations» as well, 
viz. of «the rules (applying to the resident in the Territory of War) in as 
far as they pertain to this world in connection with life, offspring and 
16 Ibidem, vol 4, p. 126. 
17 Ibidem, vol. 4 ,300 supra. 
18 /d/i/em, vol. 4, p. 477. 
19 «FÏ tahrîmihà qafan.» 
20 «FÏ '1-sabab al-manr min al-hijra wa-annahu al-'ajz al-támm là al-mál wa-'l-watan.» 
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property» 21 and, secondly, of «the rules (applying to the resident in the 
Territory of War) in as far as they pertain to the Hereafter» 22. At the 
very end of his treatise the author presents his conclusion which con-
tains his classification into three distinct categories of those who are li-
ving among the enemies on the basis of treaties concluded with them ^3. 
In the following analysis we will present a summary of the main argu-
ments presented by the author in each part of his treatise, in as far as 
they may be directly relevant to a better understanding of the social, re-
ligious and political life of the Mudejars in Christian Spain and for the 
way their situation was perceived by a leading scholar from al-Andalus. 
In the introduction the author refers to questions which were asked 
him by a student concerning residence in the lands conquered by the 
Christians who, consequently, were now in possession of the fortifica-
tions. The Muslims had continued to live with them under their protec-
tion and rule because of (their attachment to) their properties. For this 
they pay the jizya in submission 4^; they also pay the zakàt levied from 
their properties to the Infidels ^5. The student concerned has asked him 
to provide the religious arguments prohibiting residence in those lands. 
He stated that in a certain place in those lands someone ^^  had permit-
ted them to reside with the Christians 7^. This person had argued that 
21 «FÎ ahkámihi al-dunyâwiyya al-muta'allaqa bi-'l-nafs wa-'l-wuld wa-'l-mál.» 
22 «Fî ahkámihi al-ukhràwiyya.» 
23 «Fï asnâf ha'ulà'i 'l-mu'àhidïn U-'l-a'dà' fal-talam annahum thalàthatu asnàf.» 
24 xhe author sarcastically alludes to the Quranic verse about the jizya: «...'an yadin 
wahum sághirün». Cf. Kister (1964). The author in fact refers to the taxes the Mudejars 
had to pay, see Torres Fontes (s.a.), pp. 13-14, who discusses the following taxes: 1. the 
pecho redox capitación, 2. the tithe {diezmó), the tenth part of the harvest and the almoja-
rifazgo, originally a tax of Islamic origin, which was now used for the maintenance of 
walls, fortifications, etc. In addition, the Mudejar population had to pay their taxes to 
their aljamas. The combined taxes (to be paid both to the Christian and the Muslim aut-
horities) resulted in a heavy burden, which were higher than those paid by the Chris-
tians. In addition Mudejars had to contribute more than the Christians to some of the ta-
xes, such as the «royal tithe as part of the almojarifazgo» {ibidem, p. 14); see also Boswell 
(1977), pp. 196ff (Mudejar taxes and aljama finances). 
25 The author, perhaps ironically, refers to the fact that many Mudejars were forced 
to pay the ecclesiastical tithes, the Christian counterpart of the zakàt, see Boswell 
(1977), p. 200. According to a 14th-century Bishop of Tortosa canon law prescribed 
that Jews and Saracens must pay the tithes and first-fruits of the lands. This was also the 
case in some places in 13th-century Castile, where they were to be paid to the archbis-
hops, see Torres Fontes (s.a.), p. 13. 
26 Apparently, Ibn Rabf consciously leaves his opponent in anonymity. Elsewhere 
in his treatise he refers to him merely as «the mufti». 
27 The author uses alternately the Arabic words al-Rüm and al-Nasàrà to indicate 
the Christians living outside the Territory of Islam. 
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the first hijra had taken place when the religion of Islam was endange-
red 2^ . In these places (under Christian domination), however, this dan-
ger had been thwarted. For this view he based himself especially on two 
prophetical traditions, viz. (1): «Whosoever believes in God and His 
messenger, performs the salât, pays the zakát, fasts during Ramadan and 
performs the pilgrimage to the House, is entitled to be permitted by 
God to enter Paradise, whether or not he has emigrated in the way of 
God or has remained in the country where he was born» ^^, and (2): 
«There is no emigration after the conquest (of Mecca)» o^. In addition, 
he had also stressed that many countries would be devoid of the word 
of God if to emigrate from them were an individual duty imposed on 
every Muslim inhabitant. One might perhaps argue against him by poin-
ting out that the power of government belonged to the Infidels, that 
their legal rules were applied, that the Muslims were subjected to humi-
liation by them and would have to fear them for their life and property. 
To this he would riposte that the Muslims have gained such a degree of 
confidence in the existing treaty that they feel safe from those potential 
dangers. 
In the first «investigation» of the first «study» the author expounds 
that there exists no difference of opinion among the legal scholars of Is-
lam about the prohibition to reside with the Infidels, to pledge them lo-
yalty 31 and to trust them. The same holds true for the obligation to emi-
28 Arabic: «'inda '1-fitna fí 'l-dîn.» This is an argument of central importance in the 
present and other similar discussions indicating that the earliest followers of Islam in 
Mecca were obliged to emigrate because their practise of Islam was undermined by the 
city authorities. 
29 «Man amana bi-'llàhi wa-rasûlihi wa-aqáma '1-salát wa-a'tá al-zakát wa-sáma Ra-
madan wa-hajja al-bayt kána haqqan 'ala 'lláhi an yudkhilahu '1-janna - hájara fí sabïli 
'Uáhi aw jalasa fí '1-ard allatï wulida fíhá.» This is a hadîth of key-importance for those 
scholars who argue that it is permitted to continue to live outside Dar al-Islâm, as long as 
one is able to practise the Five Pillars or «to manifest the signs of Islam» («izhár sha'á'ir 
al-islâm»). 
30 «La hijrata ba 'da l-fath.» This is ano the r prophet ica l saying of crucial impor t ance 
for those scholars arguing against the validity of emigrat ion, if certain condi t ions are 
compl ied with (cf. the preceding note) . 
31 Arabic: «wa-tahrîmi muwálátihim». The author refers with this Quranic expres-
sion implicitly to pledges of loyalty which are familiar to us from the entire history of the 
Mudejars. A few examples may suffice. Fernández y González publishes the pledge of 
loyalty by the Mudejars of Murcia to Alfonso, after the city had been reconquered by Ja-
mes I, dated 23 June 1266 / Era 1304 (appendix 47). The document drawn up in Spa-
nish and Arabic (as far as we know, only the Spanish version is extant), is signed by the 
Alguaziles «Abubacre Abuadah» and «Abuambre Abengalip» on behalf of don Buabdille 
Abenhut [Abu 'Abd Allah ibn Hud], king of Murcia. See for pledges of loyalty in 13th-
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grate from them to the lands of the Muslims. They base this view on the 
Quran and the Sunna and point out the contradiction existing between 
the act of residing among the Infidels and many basic principles and 
characteristic traits of Islam. Everything which contradicts religion is 
forbidden and everything inviting to commit forbidden acts is forbid-
den as well. 
The religious prohibition of the Quran against residing with the in-
fidels is equal in its absoluteness to the prohibition of eating carrion, 
blood and pork. It cannot be denied by any Muslim. This view is sup-
ported by the Sunna. The author quotes a whole series of Quranic ver-
ses and two prophetical sayings in support of his view. He then sets out 
to prove that no Muslim under Christian rule is really able to perform 
the Five Pillars of Islam in a legitimate manner. As for the profession of 
the two basic articles of the Islamic creed ^ -, the author stresses that Mus-
Hms have been ordered to fight the Infidels in order to establish the su-
periority of the Word of God (as summarized in the two basic articles 
of the creed). This can be brought about by their conversion or their 
subjugation, including their paying the jizya in submissiveness. Only 
then is it permitted to live together with them, after they have been sub-
mitted to humilation and degradation ^^. However, in the case of Mus-
lims living under Christian rule, the Word of God is inferior, not supe-
rior; it is defied, not honoured. This holds- equally true for the second 
Pillar, the salât. Islam prefers the collective to the individual salât be-
cause it implies a gathering for the remembrance and adoration of God 
and a public manifestation of Islam. If the collective salát^ however, is 
concealed among the Infidels but the Muslims are (nevertheless) heard 
performing it '^^ , then it becomes an object of derision among them -^ \ 
century Valencia Burns 1973: 284ff (dealing with Murcia on p. 287), for 14th.century 
Aragon Boswell (1977), p. 166ff. In 15th-century Castile, but also elsewhere loyalty to a 
new King was demonstrated in a ceremonial way by his Muslim and Jewish subjects with 
dances and other pubhc displays of joy, see Tapia Sánchez (1991), pp. 67-68. 
^^ Arabic: «al-talaffuz bi-'l-shahàdatayn», viz. that there is no god but God and that 
Muhammad is God's Messenger. 
^^ Arabic: «al-dhilla wa-'l-saghar», both of these words being key-concepts in the Is-
lamic discussions concerning the position of Jews and Christians in Dar al-Islâm. 
^^ Arabic: «Fa-in ukhfiyat bayna azhur al-kuffàr wa-yusma'u minhum.» 
35 The author is referring to concrete historical events. Alfonso X apparently prohi-
bited the Mudejars of the Muslim quarter Arrixaca to chant the adhàn, a prohibition to 
be dated after 1266 see Torres Fontes (s.a.), p. 21, see for similar problems in 14th-cen-
tury Aragon, usually motivated by religious sentiments: Ferrer i Mallol (1987), 87 ff.; 
Van Koningsveld and W i^egers (1994), p. 176; Boswell (1977), pp. 262-267. 
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This is an infringement upon its perfection. If the voices (of the wors-
hippers) are lowered because of the Infidels, this implies an impairment 
of it and a diminishing of its rank. Also the legitimacy of the Friday 
5a/âi performed by Muslims under the rule of Infidels, can, according to 
Ibn Rabr, be disputed. For this view, the author bases himself on the 
opinion of Abu Hamfa, who, contrary to Malik ibn Anas and al-Sháfi% 
held that Friday prayers can only be performed with the permission of 
the legitimate ruler or his representative. 
Also the duty to pay the zakàt cannot be performed correctly in the 
absence of a legitimate Muslim ruler, because he is the one entitled to 
collect it. Whosoever keeps it back from him is liable to be killed. This 
Pillar is therefore destroyed in this situation of loyalty to a Christian ru-
ler. Similarly, the fourth Pillar, viz. the obligation to fast during the month 
of Ramadan, cannot be perfectly observed. It is stipulated that this fast 
should start and end with the observation of the new moon. In most ca-
ses, however, Ramadan starts only by following, under the authority of 
the legitimate ruler or his representative, a testimony about the concre-
te observation of the new moon. This observation may have been made 
in one region but not in another. However, if this procedure takes place 
under the authority of one believing government, then the news about it 
are easily conveyed from one to the other and everyone will act accor-
dingly. Wherever there is neither a legitimate Muslim ruler nor his re-
presentative, both the beginning and the end of the month will become 
a doubtful element of religious practice ^^, As for the obligation to per-
form the pilgrimage to Mecca, it lapses because of their inability to do 
so 3'^ . However, the jihad is one of the fundamental Islamic practices as 
well, and a collective duty in the case of need and in a place of necessity 
like the place where the Muslims referred to reside, as well as the adja-
cent areas. Thus, they are either omitting the performance of this obli-
gation completely and have given up hope of ever fulfilling it, which, in 
the absence of an absolute necessity, would make them equal to the one 
who purposely omits the performance of a collective duty. Or they are 
36 This remark reflects the existing doubts among Mudejars, as can be shown by the 
existence of fatwàs requested by them on this subject, see for such a fatwá, Wiegers 
(1994), 83n. 
37 The abihty {istMa) to perform the hajjis a legal term discussed in great detail by 
the jurists. For reasons to be explained below, it is unlikely that the author is writing at a 
time in which the Mudejars were categorically prevented from going on hajj. He rather 
seems to refer, in general terms, to the great and mostly unsurmountable difficulties fa-
ced by the Mudejars who wanted to perform the pilgrimage. 
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supporting their masters with their lives or their property ^^, and hence 
are becoming harbis with the polytheists. 
Equally important is the impossibility, under Christian rule, of 
complying with the fundamental religious obligation to appoint and 
pledge loyalty to a legitimate Muslim ruler (imam). On his existence de-
pends the application of judicial verdicts and legal rules, the drafting of 
legal documents concerning cases of homicide, marriages and property. 
All or most of these documents are either invaUd because of the absen-
ce of a legitimate Muslim ruler or the use of them is to be qualified as 
prohibited because they rely on an Infidel who sees to their application 
or employs someone else for that purpose. Even if the latter is a Mus-
lim, he is still the representative of an Infidel '^ .^ 
In addition, living among the Infidels very often brings about a num-
ber of reprehensible or forbidden situations, such as: humiliation and 
contemptability, being mocked, being insulted in one's honour, being 
physically or financially damaged, being forced to observe reprehensi-
ble things, being exposed to impure things and eating forbidden and 
doubtful things. 
Another series of forbidden situation must be feared by those living 
under Christian rule, viz. that the King will break the treaty and that life, 
family, offspring and property will be violated. It is transmitted that the 
Umayyad Caliph 'Umar ibn 'Abd al-'Aziz had forbidden settlement in 
this peninsula, althought it was a ribáf in that time, the virtue of which 
was widely known. Notwithstanding the power and dominant position 
of the Muslims, the reigning Caliph, whose piety was generally acknow-
ledged, forbade settlement there. What should be thought of someone 
who throws himself, his family and children into their hands at a time 
when they are powerful and superior, trusting that they will keep their 
treaty concluded in accordance with their religious Law? We do not ac-
cept their testimony with regard to them, so how could we do it with re-
gard to ourselves? How can we rely on their assertion that they will 
keep their treaty? This holds even more true, if we take into account 
^^ The author seems to say that some Muslims form part of the Christian army and 
fight against al-Andalus, while others support warfare against Islam financially or mate-
rially. We know that both these means of conduct occured regularly, see Burns (1973), 
288-299, Boswell (977), 166-193. 
^'^ This remark reflects the judicial structure of Mudejar Islam, as will be explained 
below. 
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what has actually happened already as could have been expected ^^^ and 
how many of the previously mentioned matters can be observed if we 
study and examine the experience of various regions ^i. We also have to 
fear the violation of life, children and property from the part of their 
evil people, even if we admit that their King will be faithful to his treaty 
and that they will be protected from riots. To this the existing practice 
also testifies, as will be confirmed by everyone who studies reality. 
They also have to fear the corruption of their religious life. One 
may admit that important and intelligent people will not fall victim to 
this, but who will protect from it the humble and the ignorant when their 
(i.e. the Christians') Sages and their Satans are put in charge of them 2^? 
In addition to this, there is the danger of sexual relations (and marriage) 
between a Muslim woman and a man from among the enemies. These 
relations may eventually involve apostasy '^^. Then, there is also the 
danger that those who are residing for a long time with them will follow 
their way of life, includign their language, cloths and despicable habits. 
This happened to the inhabitants of 'Ayla' and others, who lost the Ara-
bic language completely 4^. When the Arabic language is lost, so are the 
'^^ Arabic: «Hadhá ma'a ma waqa'a min hadhà '1-mutawaqqa'.» The author seems to 
allude to actual examples of the breaking of treaties between a Christian ruler and Mus-
hm subjects, as happened in Murcia, as we will see below. 
'^^ Arabic: «wa-ma'a má yushhadu min al-waqa'i' al-mutaqaddima 'inda man bahatha 
wa-'stiqra'a '1-ikhtibár ñ '1-aqtàr». The author seems to imply that his understanding of 
the situation of the Mudejars is based on personal observation of various regions with 
Mudejar communities, on the reports of eye-witnesses or on his personal investigation 
of documents pertaining to these communities. This conclusion is confirmed by the au-
thor's remark (see infra) «And also the journey to their lands makes clear that the con-
trary of this assertion is correct» («kamà anna '1-safar ilá bilàdihim waddaha anna 'aksa 
hadhá '1-qawl huwa '1-sawáb»). In a more general sense, the author demonstrates a high 
degree of certainty when he speaks about the actual situation of the Mudejars. To men-
tion one more instance (see infra), the author states: «The existing practice testifies to 
this and it is confirmed by actual fact according to those who investigate.» («Tashhadu 
lahu 'l-'awá'id wa-yuqarriruhu '1-wuqù' 'inda man bahatha»). 
•*- The author may refer here to court proceedings by which ecclesiastical authori-
ties became the owners of religious institutions such as mosques etc. See, for 13th-cen-
tury Castile, Torres Fontes (s.a.). 
'*-' This may be a reference to the famous case of the «Mora Zayda», who became a 
wife to Alfonso VI, and converted to Christianity. In the parallel passage, al-Wansharïsï 
explicitly refers to her (Mi'yár, vol. 2, p. 141); cf. Lévi-Provençal (1934). 
"^^ Cf. Al-Wansharîsï, ai-Mi'yâr {19Si), 2, p. 141, where the place name is spelled 
Àbullah, identified by many as Avila. No place seems to exist spelled Ayla. We do find 
Ayala, nowadays a small village in the province of Alava, north of Vitoria, not known to 
have had a Mudejar population, several villages called Ayelo in Valencia (Ayelo de Mal-
ferit and Ayelo de Rugat). Furthermore one might think of Ayllón near Segovia, a place 
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rituals in which the pronouncing of Arabic expressions do indeed oc-
cupy a prominent place. Moreover, it has to be feared that their pro-
perty will be controlled by imposing on them heavy tasks and unjust fi-
nes. This may start in the form of a temporary necessity or may be 
based upon a combination of treason and interpretation 5^^  which they 
are unable to dispute [about] with them. They cannot protest against 
this out of fear that it will generate hatred and will ultimately lead to the 
breaking of the treaty. Finally, they also have to fear that their life and 
children will be controlled by them. 
All this indeed happens, as is witnessed by whosoever investigates 
the matter. It has actually happened several times in the place referred 
to in the questions and elsewhere. By all this the prohibition to reside 
with them is clearly established. Whosoever defies this prohibition 
commits the greatest of sins. 
On the basis of the preceding data the author sets out to refute 
every single argument adduced by the (anonymous) mufti who had 
permitted Muslims to reside among the Infidels. In reaction to the ar-
gument that many countries would be devoid of the Islamic message if 
the Muslims left, the author replies that it is obligatory to keep the Isla-
mic confession removed from the foolish talk of infidels and scorners. 
However, «a journey to their country shows that the contrary of this ru-
le is the case» '^^. Whoever studies the circumstances and the history of 
the Infidels who have concluded treaties with the Muslims and who are 
continuously motivated to break them, knows that these treaties are in-
deed broken every now and again 7^. it has been reported that the pla-
ce from which the questions dealt with in the present treatise were 
sent, used to have an earlier treaty which was broken. How could one 
then rely upon the second treaty there? s^ Old and recent treaties 
which in any case is known to have had a Mudejar population. Finally, we have Ayuela 
in Falencia. It seems most likely that Ibn Rabf is referring to the aforesaid small villages 
in Valencia. 
45 Viz. a treacherous interpretation of the original rules stipulated in the treaty. See 
for such cases further below. 
"^^ «Wa-kamà anna '1-safar ilá bilàdihim waddaha anna 'aks hadhà '1-qawl huwa '1-sa-
wáb.» 
47 Arabic: «al-mu'àhidïn». This word usually refers to Christians and Jews in Dar al-
Islám. In this case, it is more likely that it refers to states outside the Territory of Islam 
which have concluded some form of treaty with the Muslim world. 
4« «Bal al-bulda allati wasala hadhá '1-su'àl minhá qad dhukira annahà [...: gap of two 
words in the MS] 'ahd awwal fa-nuqida fa-kayfa yüthaqu bi-'ahdihim al-thànï fíhá?». This 
very interesting sentence provides another important indication of the place of origin of 
the questions. We will deal with this below. 
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have been broken in this Andalus of ours and elsewhere 9^. They have 
never been known to have complied with a treaty completely as it had 
been concluded. Here, the author refers to the treaty regarding Crete 
which was changed completely with the result that the island became 
Christian o^. 
In the second «investigation» of the first «study» the author deals 
with «the (only legitimate) cause preventing the emigration (from the 
Territory of War to the Territory of Islam), viz. the complete inability to 
do so, but not (the interest of) one's property or (the attachment to) 
one's homeland». Here the author deals mainly with the meaning of the 
Quranic term al-mustad'afin who are exempted from the obligation to 
emigrate. He confines this category as strictly as possible to those who 
possess no possibility at all and who, for that reason, may be regarded 
as tantamount to the lame, the imprisoned, the ill or the weak. In this 
case, they can be compared with those who are forced to confess the 
belief of the infidels in words or to eat carrion. This person will be for-
given if he maintains his intention to emigrate whenever he finds a way 
to do so. As for those who are prevented from emigrating by their attach-
ment to their worldly property, they have absolutely no legal excuse for 
staying among the Infidels. 
In the first «investigation» of the second «study» the author pro-
ceeds to explain the «rules (applying to the resident in the Territory of 
War) in as far as they pertain to this world in connection whith life, 
offspring and property». First of all, he stresses that the phenomenon of 
Muslims pledging loyalty to Infidels under whose rule they continue to 
live is a comparatively recent one. For this reason, the great scholars of 
jurisprudence have not occupied themselves with the task of explaining 
the rules pertaining to them on the basis of their ijtihàd. They have confi-
ned themselves to the opposite case, viz..of Christians and Jews living 
under Muslim rule. According to the author this phenomenon appea-
red in the fifth century of the history of Islam, when Sicily and some 
districts of al-Andalus were conquered by the Europeans ^i. In that ti-
me, some scholars from the Western part of the Islamic world were 
"^9 «Wa-qad unqidat 'uhüd qadïma wa-hadîtha fí Andalusinà wa-ghayrihà.» 
50 I.e. during and after the Byzantine reconquest in 960, see EI^, s.v. kritish, espe-
cially p. 1084, column 2 infra-p. 1085, column 1 supra. 
51 Arabic: «Waqt istîlà' al-Rûm 'ala Jazïrat Siqilliya wa-ba'd kuwar al-Andalus.» In 
Western texts, the word al-Rùm may be translated as «Europeans» or «Christians» (in an 
ethnical sense). 
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questioned about the legal rules concerning the person who pledges lo-
yalty to the Infidels and continues to live under their rule ^^. They ans-
wered that those rules are the same as the rules pertaining to the inhabi-
tants of Dar al-Harb who have converted to Islam but did not emigrate 
to Dàr al-Islàm. 
In fact, the jurists developed different views of the cause(s) of the 
inviolability of the life, property and (small) children of a Muslim 
which are protected in a different manner. The opinion of Malik ibn 
Anas was that a Muslim's life is inviolable by virtue of the mere fact of 
his being a Muslim, while his property and children were (only) inviola-
ble if he was living in Dàr al-Islàm. In other words, Muslim soldiers were 
not allowed to kill such a person during war, but were allowed to ap-
propriate his property as spoils and take his children captive if he was 
living in Dàr al-Harb. Only if he were living in Dàr al-Islàm would his 
property and children be inviolable as well. Al-Sháfi'í maintained, how-
ever, that the mere fact of his being a Muslim made his life and pro-
perty inviolable. Abu Hanïfa, on the other hand, made a distinction be-
tween two kinds of protecting factors, viz. the factor justifying claims of 
indemnity in the case of offenses against life and property (al-àsima al-
mughrimd) and the protecting factor leading (merely) to the committing 
of a sin in the case of an offense {al-àsima al-mu'aththima). According 
to him, the first factor depended on the Territory one lived in. In other 
words, only the claims of those living in Dàr al-Islàm could be guaran-
teed. The second protecting factor was Islam. In other words, wherever 
a Muslim committed an offense against the life, property and children 
of another Muslim he had committed a sin, even thought the claim of 
the person whose interests had been damaged could not be guaranteed 
if he was living in Dàr al-Harb. Abu Bakr ibn al-'Arabï illustrated this 
further by explaining that the expiation (kaffàra) had to be paid for an 
Infidel who had converted to Islam and was then killed (in Dàr al-
Harb), rather than the blood-money (diya). If he had emigrated to Dàr 
al-Islàm, however, then the killer must pay both the expiation and the 
blood-money. From this it can be concluded that the life of a Muslim li-
ving in Dar al-Harb must be spared (during war) according to Malik 
2^ Arabic: «ba'd fuqahá' al-Maghrib». The scholars concerned may have lived in any 
country between Tunisia and Muslim Spain. Buzineb's translation of this expression, 
found by him in the quotation adduced by al-Zayyâtï, as «los alfaquíes de Marruecos» is 
incorrect [Buzineb (1988-9), p. 55]. 
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and al-Shàfi% while, according to Abu Hamfa, no blood-money is to be 
paid for him if he is erroneously killed, but only the expiation. 
The jurists also developed different views on the statute of the pro-
perty and the small children of a Muslim living in Dàr al-Harb. In the 
version of Ibn al-Qàsim of his Mudawwana, Malik said that they were to 
be made spoils for the Muslims. This was also the opinion of Abu Ha-
mfa and the Malikite scholars Asbagh and Ibn Rushd. Ashhab and 
Sahnün, however, thought that his property and children should follow 
his personal statute. This implies that they should not be touched by 
virtue of the mere fact of his being a Muslim, even though living in Dàr 
al-Harb. This was also the opinion of al-Sháfil and of Abu Bakr ibn al-
'ArabL However, some jurists tended to make a distinction between his 
property and his children, claiming that his children should follow his 
status while his property could be taken as spoils. The root of this dis-
pute was a difference of opinion concerning the questions whether or 
not an inhabitant of Dàr al-Harb can own anything legally and whether 
the protecting factor was the mere fact of his being a Muslim or the te-
rritory he was residing in. 
As for his adult children and his wife, the rules applying to them are 
to be defined individually. If they have converted together with their 
father and husband but did not emigrate to Dàr al-Islàm either, the same 
rules apply to them as to him. It they have remained infidels, the rulers 
applying to the infidels pertain to them. 
Some later jurists were asked about the rules applying to the Mus-
lims living in a country (of Dàr al-Harb) with which a Muslim ruler has 
concluded a treaty ^3. Of these some preferred the opinion of Ashhab 
and Sahnùn quoted before. Moreover, they pointed out that these Mus-
lims cannot really be treated as the equals of converts living in Dàr al-
Harb who have not emigrated to Dàr al-Islàm In fact, the first group 
(the mu 'àhidûn) have always been Muslims. Contrary to the converts, 
there has never been a moment in their life during which their children 
and their property could have been taken lawfully by Muslims (during 
war). Therefore, there was no way at all to nullify the protection of their 
53 «Wa-qad alhaqa bi-hâ man su'ila min al-muta'akhkhirin ha'ulâ'i '1-mu'àhidïn.» 
From this point the author distinguishes between the rules applying to Muslims residing 
in Dàr al-Harb in general on the one hand and those who are residing in countries rela-
ted to Muslim governments by treaties, on the other. 
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property and children by the mere fact that were living in Dar al-Harb. 
The author agrees with this point of view ^^. 
As for the question whether their testimony may be accepted, the ans-
wer distinguishes between three categories, viz. (1) the category of those 
know that it is forbidden to reside in Dàr al-Harb but insist on staying the-
re, although they are able to emigrate. There is consensus that their testi-
mony cannot be accepted because of their unbelief, in view of the fact that 
they are consciously sinful ^^, (2) Those who know that it is forbidden to 
stay there but are unable in every respect to emigrate. There is consensus 
that their testimony can be accepted if it is evident that they are forced to 
stay. (3) Those who are ignorant of the fact that it is prohibited to stay 
there or even justifying staying there on the basis of a wicked interpreta-
tion ^^ . Their testimony is rejected by Malik and al-Bàqillàm because of 
their sinfulness in an absolute sense ^^ . However, according to al-Shàfi'ï, 
who accepts their testimony, sinfulness in itself is no ground to reject a 
witness, this only being the case if there is a specific reason to suspect the 
contents of his testimony. According to Ibn RabF this third group is extre-
mely small. Those among them who pretend to be jurists are to be regar-
ded as sinful in their application of ijtihad. There is no excuse for their 
permitting Muslims to stay in Dar al-Harb, because of the abundance of 
authoritative sources prohibiting this ^^, Consequently, their testimony is 
not acceptable either. The same holds true for the common people among 
them who are considered to be ignorant of the prohibition. The reason is 
that they frequently visit the lands of the Muslims. This enables them to 
enquire about the rules regarding this residence and loyalty (to a Chris-
tian ruler). In fact, the matter is so frequently discussed that one cannot 
54 Ibn Rabr does not identify the jurists he is referring to here. However, al-Wan-
sharïsï {Al-Mi'yár, vol. 2, p. 129), who takes up this argument, specifies that it was in fact 
«the famous Judge Abu 'Abd Allah ibn al-Hàjj and other late [scholars]». Al-Wansharïsï 
here quotes Ibn Rabr almost verbatim, with the exception of the name of Ibn al-Hàjj 
which is not to be found in his treatise. Ibn al-Hàjj al-Tujîbî (458-549) was qàdî al-ja-
mcta in Córdoba and the author of Nawázil al-ahkàm, in which the fatwü Ibn Rabf and 
al-Wansharîsî are referring to, may, in all probability, be found. 
^^ «Fa-ha'ulà'i là ikhtilàfa fí radd shahàdatihim min jihat kufrihim fussàqan 'àli-
mîna.» 
56 «Wa-sinf jàhiluna bi-tajrïm hàdhihi '1-iqàma aw mujawwizùna la-hà bi-ta'wïl 
fàsid.» 
57 «Min j ihat fusqihim 'alà '1-itlàq.» 
5^  «Wa-man ta'allaqa bi-'l-tafaqquh minhum -wa-hum alladhïn yuqaddaru minhum 
annahum mukhti'ùn fï '1-ijtihàd- yakunùna ghayra ma'dhûrïn fi tajwïzihim al-iqàma li-
kithrat mustanadàt tahrïmihà.» 
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but assume that most of them indeed posed questions about it when 
they found themselves (temporarily) in Muslim territory and also that 
they informed those who stayed behind after having returned. 
On the basis of the preceding consideration, the author concludes 
that the rules applying to the life, property and children of the (old) 
Muslims living in Dar al-Harb are identical with the rules concerning 
Muslims living under Christian rule in Dàr al-Harb in general, taking in-
to account the existing differences of opinion which have been explained 
earlier. Those Muslims who are living in Christian territories with 
whom Muslims rulers have concluded a treaty, are entitled to the kind 
of protection of their life, property and children stipulated in the treaty 
and during the time of its validity ^^, If, however, they fight us, together 
with their Christian patrons, then their life may be taken. And if they 
help them financially to fight us, then their property may be confiscated. 
In certain cases, it may also be deemed lav^l to capture their offspring, 
not in order to enslave them but to rescue them from their hands and to 
raise them among the Muslims. 
After having discussed, in the second «investigation» of the second 
«study», the rules applying to the resident in the Territory of War in as 
far as they pertain to the Hereafter, the author presents his classifica-
tion of the Muslims who are living in Dàr al-Harb within the framework 
of existing treaties with them. The first category form a minority; they 
are absorbed by the enemies and live dispersed among them o^. The se-
cond category also forms a minority and is absorbed by the enemies, as 
well. However, they do not live dispersed, but in a special quarter, sepa-
rated from the enemies ^i. The third category forms a majority in com-
parison with the enemies who are in control of the country and its qas-
bas 2^. The heaviest sin is committed by the first category and the 
lightest by the third. Nevertheless, the latter are tantamount in their lo-
yalty to polytheists, because of their residence among Christian, their 
59 «Ammá 'l-muhádinín minhum fí hâli kawnihim muhàdimn: fa-yalhaqu man 
wàlàhum min al-'àmmïn min hifz al-nufùs wa-'l-amwàl wa-'l-awlàd mithlu ma yalhaqu-
hum bi-sabab al-muhàdana al-sulhiyya muddata baqà'ihâ.» 
0^ «Sinf hum al-aqallûn bi-'l-idáfa ilá '1-a'dà' fa-hum mustaghraqùn fíhim wa-hum 
mubtathün fí '1-suknâ bayna azhurihim.» 
61 «Wa-sinf thànî mustaghraqùn aydan fí '1-a'dâ' wa-aqallùn bi-'l-idàfa ilayhim illà 
annahum ghaym mabthuthîn bayna azhurihim bal hum munhâzùn 'an al-a'dà' bi-jiha 
makhsùsa.» 
62 «Wa-sinf thàlith hum al-aktharùn bi-'l-idâfa ilâ l-a'dà' wa-'l-a'dà' aqallùn bi-'l-
idâfa ilayhim. Wa-ha'ulâ'i hum arbâb al-bilâd wa-mutamallikat al-qisàb». 
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omission to fulfil the duty to emigrate, their reliance upon the Infidels, 
their paying the zakàt to them and their forsaking the honour of Islam, 
their lack of obedience to the legitimate Muslim ruler and their omis-
sion of the duty to pledge homage to the Muslim Sultan and their ac-
ceptance of the authority of the Christian Sultan over them. Therefore, 
the prohibition to go on living there and the rules derived from it are 
equally applicable to them, apart from the different modalities discus-
sed earlier. Even though the circumstances of the third category are less 
serious and sinful, the people belonging to it cannot be freed from the 
duty to emigrate because of the fact that they are dominated by a Chris-
tian Sultan. Also, emigrating is easier for them than for the people of 
the first category who are more deeply involved with the enemies, so 
that the forsaking of the duty to emigrate by the people of the third ca-
tegory is more sinful. 
1.2. Historical Context 
Though many fatwàs are meant to give juridical and theological sta-
tements about specific historical matters, they are often phrased in a 
way which transcends this specificity in order to be applicable to analo-
gous situations in the future. The consequence is a style in which the 
historical background, though clearly present, is presented in rather ge-
neral terms. This makes is rather difficult to reach complete certainty 
about the historical setting. This is also the case with the fatwà of Ibn 
Rabr. Nevertheless, there are some passages which seem to indicate 
that the questions were prompted by the case of Murcia ^^. 
One of the most interesting parts of the fatwa is the passage in 
which Ibn Rabr sets out to explain the three categories of Mudejars. 
The political structure Ibn Rabr is referring to in the third category is 
that in which a Muslim puppet ruler exercised political power in a cer-
tain area, while crucial strongholds were dominated by the Christians, a 
situation which occurred in the Crowns of Castile, Portugal, and Ara-
gon (including Valencia and the Balearles) ^'^. The word qasba seems to 
'-^  For a general account of the conquest and surrender of Murcia see Gaspar Remi-
ro (1905), pp. 300-304; Torres Fontes (s.a.); idem (1987). 
^^ Harvey (1990), pp. 41-54. We will deal with Murcia below. Other examples of 
this category were for a shorter or longer period: 
1. Crevillente (PJche): part of Castile from 1243 until 1296; part of Valencia from 
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refer not to strongholds in general, but to qasbas in the interior of the 
towns and villages. Indeed, from such strongholds the Christians often 
dominated the towns, while the pre-conquest social and political struc-
ture of town and province were largely left intact. 
An outstanding example of this category was Murcia and its provin-
ces, conquered in 1243 by the Castilians, and displaying a number of 
characteristics which fit the fatwá of Ibn RabF. After 1243 the Chris-
tians tried to create a favourable climate to induce the Muslim popula-
tion to stay. Murcia was governed by Mudejar rulers and indirectly con-
trolled by the Christians. In 1264, however. Murcia became one of the 
centres of the Mudejar revolt. We do not know the direct reasons for 
this revolt, but it is remarkable that the sources tell us about Muslim 
dissatisfaction with the way the Christian King met the conditions of 
the treaty. According to al-Maqqarï he had indeed broken (nakathd) it. 
Thereupon the Muslims sent Ibn Sab'm to Rome, «the seat of the great 
priest», and «a city which no Muslim had ever reached before» ^'^. The 
result of the embassy is unknown, but the fact that it was not successful 
seems to be corroborated by the ensuing revolt ^^. This revolt, suppor-
ted by the Nasrids, was suppressed in 1265. After the reconquest of the 
city in 1266 by the Aragonese King James I, the city was almost imme-
1296 until 1318. On Crevillente see Guichard (1973). The lords (Sp. arráeces) of this 
city-state ruled as semi-independent rulers, as is already indicated by the mere word ra'îs 
which, as Guichard explains, signifies: the lord of a village or a castle who ruled virtually 
independently [Guichard (1973), p. 290]. In 1318 Crevillente ceased to exist as a sepa-
rate entity. 
2. The short reign of al-Azraq in Valencia. Al-Azraq was a Mudejar ruler who re-
volted in 1276 and was killed in the same year. 
3. Niebla: The ruler of Niebla, Ibn Mahfüz, accepted vassalage to Alfonso X in 
1262, surrendering the castle. Later he emigrated to Marrakesh. 
4. Montesa (Kingdom of Valencia), where the Banü 'Isa reigned. In Montesa, the 
Muslim rulers who had accepted Christian sovereignty remained master of the strong-
hold which had not been conquered during the conquest of the Kingdom of Valencia. 
The Christians tried to conquer it for many years. It was only conquered by Peter, suc-
cessor to James, who died in 1276. 
5. The Balearles [see Harvey (1990), pp. 114-117]. 
'''5 Nafh al-tîb, II, 201, cf. Burns (1973), p. 287, and the sources referred to there. 
Burns explains that this Papal intervention in litigations between a Christian 'Lord' and 
Muslim 'vassals' was by no means unique. 
<^^  It is remarkable that even after the second conquest we find Muslim scholars tea-
ching in the city. Muhammad al-Riqùtï, a Muslim scholar in Murcia in the service of Al-
fonso X el Sabio who taught Christians, Muslims and Jews in an institution which is des-
cribed as a maclrasa, see Ibn al-Khatîb, Al-Ihàta, vol. 3, pp. 67-8; Van Koningsveld 
(1992), pp. 81-2. Al-Riqùtï only emigrated from Murcia after 1272, i.e. six years after 
the suppression of the revolt. 
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diately again handed over to the Castillans, who concluded a new treaty 
with the Mudejar inhabitants. In general terms, this treaty implied that 
the Muslim vassal ruler was assigned the stronghold called Fortuna, 
where he led a marginal political existence until the beginning of the 
14th century when the last 'ruler' emigrated to Granada. The new treaty 
could not prevent a massive emigration of the Muslim population to 
Dar al'Islàm. At the beginning of the 14th century Ferdinand IV, con-
cerned about the economic situation of Murcia caused by its depopula-
tion, offered favourable conditions in order to stimulate reemigration. 
The conditions mentioned in his documents give us a good insight into 
the problems of the preceding situation 6^ . Both from the general con-
tents of the fatwá and from several specific remarks we gather a picture 
of a situation showing remarkable parallels with the situation in Murcia 
after 1266. 
1. The passage mentioned above in which the author discusses 
the lack of certainty and security to be derived from the treaties conclu-
ded with the Christians: «What should we think then of someone who 
throws himself, his family and children into their hands at a time when 
they are powerful and superior, trusting that they will keep their treaty 
concluded in accordance with their religious Law? We do not accept 
their testimony with regard to them, how could we then do this with re-
gard to ourselves? Therefore, how can we rely on their assertion that 
they will keep their treaty? This holds true even more if we take into 
account what has actually happened already as could have been expec-
ted.» The author has witnessed events which he regarded as Christian 
infringements of such treaties. 
2. The questions came from a place which had not only known a 
first treaty, but had recently even concluded a second treaty, after the 
first treaty had been broken by the Christian: the author, as we have 
seen above, poses the rhetorical question: «How could we then rely 
upon the second treaty there?», i.e. after the first one had been broken. 
This was indeed the case in Murcia. 
3. The problems with respect to the adhàn, to taxes etc. are all 
well documented in Murcian sources. 
4. The purport of the fatwá matches the events in Murcia after 
f^  Torres Fontes (s.a.), pp. 31-37. 
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1266 well. Instead of the restoration of a stable social structure, we 
witness a massive emigration of the population to Dàral-Islàm 6«. 
It therefore seems to be likely that the questions were posed to Ibn 
Rabr by a person from Murcia, who wished to have an expert opinion 
about the situation which had come into existence there after 1266. 
This massive emigration from Murcia is in line with the tenor of Ibn 
Rabr's fatwà and might be seen (partly) as a result of its influence. How-
ever, we should keep in mind that the Castillan infringements upon 
the treaty played an important part in this process as well. 
It seems certain that the problem of the statute of the Mudejars was 
a common concern of at least two other contemporary scholars living 
in the immediate environment of Ibn Rabf. The first is Ibn al-Fakhkhàr 
al-Judhàmï who was born in Hisn Arkush between 630 and died in 
Málaga, 723/1323. He wrote some 30 works on different disciplines. 
Among these was Al-Jawàb al-mukhtasar al-marüm fi tahrîm suknü al-
muslimïn fi bilàd al-Rüm ^^. In Granada, he met the qádi al-jamá 'a Abu 
'1-Qàsim ibn Abï 'Amir ibn Rabf, the author of our fatwd. He shared 
some students with him, like Muhammad ibn al-'Arabï al-Ghassànî '^^ 
and Yahyà al-Ansàrï, the Judge of Wàdï Ash ^ i. 
The second scholar is Ibn Bartál 2^. His name was Abu 'Abd Allah 
Muhammad ibn 'All ibn Muhammad ibn Bartál. He shared some stu-
dents with Ibn Rabr as well ^3. 
IL THE FA TWÀS OF THE FOUR CHIEF JUDGES OF EGYPT (ca. 1510) 
IL 1. The Questions 
The questions posed to the four legal specialists in Egypt are rela-
ted to the position of Muslims living «in subjection in the lands of the 
68 Torres Pontes (s.a.), p. 20. 
'^^  Ibn al-Khatib, Al-lhcita, vol. 3, pp. 91-95; cf. Ibn Farhun, Al-Dîbàj al-mudhhab, p. 
304. Arkush is probably Arcos de la Frontera, conquered by Ferdinand III in 1450. Its 
Muslim inhabitants rose in 659/1261 during the general Mudejar revolt (see Arkush in 
EI- [A. Huici Miranda]). 
7" Ibidem, vol 3,91. 
71 /6zV/em, vol. 4, 375. 
72 Cf. Buzineb (1988-9), 56-57. 
73 Al-Ihdta, vol. 4, pp. 387 and 13. 
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Christians» '^^. Neither the questions nor the answers contain any name 
of a specific country or place where these Muslims are living. From se-
veral details it is evident, however, that the questions refer to the situa-
tion of Muslims living under Christian rule in Spain. The questioners 
may have belonged to the Maghribi community in Cairo or to the pil-
grims temporarily staying in the Egyptian capital on their way to or 
from Mecca. In his history Ibn lyàs says that on 19 Dhû '1-Hijja of the 
year 922 H a large number of «Maghribis» tried to pay a visit to the Sul-
tan of Egypt "75. (As is well known, in oriental sources the name Maghri-
bis may include people of Andalusian or Christian Spanish origin.) Mo-
reover, some pilgrims from Christian Spain stopping over in Cairo are 
known by name. During her /lo/y-journey, the Mudejar/Morisca Nuzaya 
Calderán had stayed in Cairo for some time, long enough to witness 
«many festivals» '^^. The pilgrim from Puey Monzón, a village in Aragon, 
whose rihla has been preserved in the collection of Arabic and Aljamia-
do manuscripts in Almonacid de la Sierra, also describes his stay in 
Cairo. Among the buildings he describes is the «Gauriya», probably to 
be identified with the Ghawriya built ca. 909/1504, during the reign of 
Qànsawh al-Ghawrï, the penultimate Mamlük sultan of Egypt, who died 
in 922/1516. At the very beginning of his travelogue he mentions that 
he purchased his licence to go on hajj in Valencia in the usual way, ap-
plying to the bailiff. We may assume, therefore, that he went on hajj 
prior to the period of the banning of Islam and the forced conversions 
of Muslims to Christianity '^'^. This holds also true for the questioner(s) 
from Aragon whose questions were answered by another Cairo scholar, 
viz. the Shafi^ ite mufti Ahmad al-Ramlï (d. 957/1550) ^ 8. 
"^"^  In Arabic: «al-MusUmïn al-mudajjanïn bi-bilàd al-nasârà». The Spanish name of 
the Mudejares is a direct derivation of the Arabic word mudajjanîn used here. The use of 
this word is not known from other areas of the world in which MusHms lived under non-
Muslim rule, although we know it was also used in the Ottoman Empire and North Afri-
ca from the beginning of the sixteenth century onwards with reference to Muslims emi-
grated from Christian Spain to these parts of the Muslim world. The use of the 
expression «muslim mudajjan» is a first indication that the questions were posed by a 
Muslim from Christian Spain. We will see below that other evidence only confirms this. 
"^5 Ibn lyas, BadàV al-zuhür, vol. 5, p. 137. 
76 Harvey (1988), p. 19. 
"^"^  Pano y Ruata (1987) p. 37. There are other examples. Gayangos (1839), p. 79n, 
mentions a MS in the Royal Library in Madrid entitled Peregrinación del Mancebo de 
Arévalo, but this has disappeared without a trace. 
•'^  A translation of this fatwá is given by Abou al-Fadl (1995), who erroneously at-
tributed it to the son of the author, Muhammad ibn Ahmad al-Ramlï (d. 1004/1596). In 
fact, the latter only collected the fatwas of his father (cf. GAL S II, 440). 
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The questions raised by the anonymous questioner(s) from Chris-
tian Spain may be divided into five distinct subject-areas. The first of 
these is related to the duty to emigrate to the Lands of Islam. The questio-
ner refers to a situation where Muslims who want to emigrate are for-
bidden to do so by the Infidels. When they are caught on their way to 
the Lands of Islam, they are treated as captives and their property is 
confiscated. Should a Muslim expose himself to such disasters or is he 
permitted to postpone the emigration until he can leave without endan-
gering his life and property? What about his duty to emigrate if his life 
is not at stake, but only his property? Should he spend all his wealth on 
the journey to the Lands of Islam or a specific part of it only? If the ans-
wer were that he is only obliged to spend so much of his wealth that his 
capital will not be ruined, the questioner wants to know specifically 
which percentage of his money could be spent without ruining the main 
capital ^ 9. 
This question allows us to establish its Mudejar origin. Conditions 
for emigration from Christian Spain varied considerably, both in place 
and in time. Determining factors were the economic importance of the 
Mudejar labour force and the willingness of Mudejars to emigrate. In 
the fourteenth century a balance was achieved in most Spanish king-
doms, with the exception of Valencia. For Muslim natives of that King-
dom, either in their quality as Mudejars or as freed Muslim slaves, it be-
came increasingly difficult to obtain licences to emigrate ^^\ The 
Valencian laws, promulgated from the beginning of the fifteenth cen-
tury onwards put heavy penalties on illegal escape: enslavement and 
confiscation of goods ^^ But whereas the Christian inhabitants of Va-
lencia were generally opposed to the emigration of the Mudejars, the 
Crown was at times more willing to allow it. The picture therefore va-
ries from place to place 2^. At the beginning of the sixteenth century the 
7'^  «Ma taqülu al-sàda al-'ulamà', a'immat al-dïn wa-fuqahá' al-muslimîn fí hukm 
Allah fî 'l-muslimïn al-mudajjanïn bi-bilàd al-nasarà, idhà aràdu 'l-hijra ilà bilâd al-islám, 
famana'ahum al-kuffâr wa-ja'alù 'alà man ukhidha min al-muslimïn fî tarïq al-hijra an ya-
kùna asïran Undahum wa-yu'khadha màluhu, fa-hal li-'l-muslim al-murïd li-'l-hijra an 
yulqiya binafsihi fî dhâlika am yurakhkhasa lahu fî '1-takhalluf 'an al-hijra ilâ an ya'mana 
'alà nafsihi wa-málihi fa-yuhàhir? Wa-hal yu'maru bi-'l-hijra idhà khâfa 'alà mâlihi duna 
nafsihi aw bi-an yunfîqa fî'-l-hijra jamf mâlihi aw qadran makhsùsan minhu? Wa-in qul-
tum bi-annahu mukallaf bimâ là yujhifu min mâlihi fa-bayyinü lana ma qadru ma là 
yujhifu?» 
" '«" Salvador(1975); Orteils Pérez(1991). 
«1 Salvador (1975), 42-44. 
^~ Sometimes the ruler made concessions for financial reasons only. Such was the ca-
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situation was as follows. Whereas Mudejars from Valencia were in gene-
ral not allowed to emigrate, the City of Valencia had become the most 
important port of emigration for Muslims from the other territories of 
the Catholic Kings, including, until 1512, the Kingdom of Navarre ^^. 
The way in which the question is raised, referring to a situation in which 
it is prohibited to emigrate and to go on hajj provide someone stands 
bail strongly suggests that the question refers to Valencia. 
The second subject-area of the questions is related to the duty of per-
forming the hajj The questioner refers to a situation where Muslims are 
only permitted (by the Christian authorities) to leave for the hajj if they 
have found some other Muslims who are willing to go bail for their re-
turn to the Lands of the Christian. Should one, in this situation, perform 
the pilgrimage and return, or stay behind in the Lands of Islam, thus en-
dangering the personal freedom and the property of one's bail? ^^  
This question only confirms the conclusion that the fatwàs were re-
quested by a Mudejar. During a large part of the period before the for-
ced conversions the hajj is attested in the sources. In principle people 
were always allowed to go on /zo/y though it seems clear that it always remained 
something for which only a small elite was able to pay ^^ . The historical 
case most closely resembling the situation referred to in our source is 
mentioned by Barceló. It is the case of a certain Mudejar from Valen-
cia, Ali Benxarnit, who received a licence from the General Bailiff in 
1420 to travel with his wife, sons and other members of his family to 
se in about 1360, when the King of Aragon decided to grant the Valencian Mudejars the 
possibility to emigrate, lasting for a period of nine months. Apparently he heard that 
«quite a few of the Saracens of the southern Kingdoms wished to pass to other lands» 
[Boswell (1977), 310]. In a letter of the year 1360, the Aragonese King told the King of 
France that according to a treaty recently concluded between him and the Kings of Gra-
nada he was «constrained to send the said Muslims with their belongings to the home-
land (patria) of the said king, free of our suzerainty and without any objections from any-
one» [Boswell (1977), 311]. 
^^ It will be remembered that Navarre was incorporated into the Crown of Castile in 
the said year, though it was only in 1515 that Castillan law, including the pragmatic of 
1502, became effective. However, 1512 was the last year in which Mudejars from Nava-
rre embarked in Valencia, Salvador (1975), p. 55. 
•^^  «Wa-mà al-hukm fîman wajaba 'alayhi fard al-hajj minhum wa-'stata'ahu 'ala an 
yadmanahu ba'd unas min al-muslimïn fî '-rujü' ilâ bilâd al-nasârà: hal yahujju wa-yarji'u 
aw yatakhallafu bi-bilàd al-islàm 'alà annahu yatruku man damanuhu fí khatr min asr aw 
akhdh amwàl?» 
^^ For example, in 1357 some Navarrese Mudejars from Tudela, Mahoma Cor-
doueri [sic] en Abdalla Tunici (read: Tuniçi?) went on hajj with wife and children, goods 
and animals [Boswell, (1977) 292ff, 446; García-Arenal (1984), 49]. These Mudejars 
belonged to a privileged elite of the Navarrese court. 
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Boitgie and from there to Mecca in order to perform the hajj, paying 
1 500 libras for the licence and the goods. When the term mentioned m 
the licence (two years) had elapsed, the General Bailiff wished to col-
lect the security money. This had been promised by a Mudejar guaran-
tor, who now found himself in great difficulties «6. 
The third complex of questions is related to the position of religious 
scholars living among the subject Muslims in Christian territory. Are they 
permitted to postpone their duty of emigration, even though they would 
be able to leave, in order to preserve the religious doctrines of the Mus-
lims living in the Lands of the Christians and to strengthen their faith? 
If they were to leave, there would be reason to fear that the faith of the 
Muslims would fall into decay and that ignorance of Islam would pre-
vail among them. Or are religious scholars to be regarded among those 
who cannot travel feasibly without great difficulty '^^ 7 Is their legal relia-
bility invalidated by the mere fact that they stay, even if they would only 
stay for a religious interest of a great number of Muslims ^^ ? As far as 
we know this problem is not discussed in any other source related to 
the position of the Mudejars. 
The fourth question focuses on the situation of a man who had per-
formed the religious duty to emigrate individually, without taking his chil-
dren with him, after having lived in the Territory of the Christians. On se-
cond thoughts he was worried about the fate of his children and wanted 
to return in order to rescue them. Would he be allowed to do so, just like 
someone travelling to the Christian world in order to redeem a captive? 
As far as we know this problem is not discussed in any other source re-
lating to the position of the Mudejars either ^^. 
Finally, the questioner focuses on the use of a language other than 
Arabic within a religious context. This language is defined as «the non-
Arabic language» and is to be identified with one of the varieties of old 
^^ Barceló (1984), pp. 96,103. 
7^ Arabic text: «aw-hum mimman la yata'attá (?) lahum al-irtihàl?». Like old people, 
children, etc. 
^^  «Wa-hal yubàhu li-ahl al-'ilm minhum an yatakhallafû 'an al-hijra ma'a tamakku-
nihim minhà li-hifz 'aqà'id al-muslimïn al-qàtinïn bi-bilád al-nasàrà wa-tathbït dïnihim 
khawfan min an tafsuda 'aqà'iduhum wa-yastawliya '1-jahl 'alayhim bi-'rtihàlihim 'anhum 
a-wa-hum mimman là yata'attà lahum al-irtihàl? Wa-hal yujarrahùna bi-iqàmatihim wa-
hum innamà aqàmù limaslaha dîniyya tasluhu li-jam" kathïr min al-muslimïn?» 
'^^  «Wa-mà al-hukm al-shar'ï fî rajul kàna bi-bilàd al-nasàrà fa-hàjara munfaridan 
imtithàlan li-amr Allàh-'an awlàdihi thumma khàfa 'alayhim fa-aràda '1-rujü' ilà bilàd al-
nasàrà li-yunqidha awlàdahu; fa-hal lahu dhàlika am là kamà yubàhu li-man qasada bi-
safarihi li-ard al-harb iftikàk asïr?» 
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Spanish. First, is it permitted to express the (meaning of) the Quran in 
Spanish words in order to make it understood to those who do not un-
derstand Arabic? Second, if this is not permitted, should this practice 
then be considered «reprehensible» or «prohibited» in the legal sense? 
Third, is it permissible for the preacher of a community whose mem-
bers do not understand Arabic, to give the Friday sermon in Arabic fol-
lowed by an explanation of it in Spanish? Fourth, should one make a 
distinction between the preacher who explains his Arabic sermon word 
by word on the one hand and the one who first completes both sermons 
in Arabic, before providing the Spanish explanation of both of them, all 
from the pulpit? ^^. 
This is the first question known so far about the use of a language 
other than Arabic by Muslims from Spain to have been answered in a 
written form, the only known fatwá being an oral one given by the well-
known mystic Abü'1-Ghayth al-Qashshàsh at the beginning of the 17th 
century ^^ The question refers to two problems, both of them well do-
cumented in the sources. The first has to do with the written and oral 
use of Romance in a Quranic context, the second with the use of Ro-
mance in the Friday sermon, the khutba. 
With regard to the Quranic context two types of Mudejar sources 
exist. The first is tafsîr, i.e., Quranic commentary, either in the form of 
almost literal paraphrases or more or less elaborate explanations, which 
have been the subject of several studies. This is not the case with the se-
cond type, complete and literal translations of the Quran, the most fa-
mous one being the translation made by the Mudejar faqïh from Sego-
via, Yça «Gidelli» in 1456 2^. The said Mudejar faqîh made this 
translation at the request of the theologian John of Segovia, but it seems 
likely that it circulated among the Mudejars later on as well. When po-
sing the question whether it is permitted to express the (meaning of) the 
Quran in Spanish words in order to make it understood to those who 
do not understand Arabic, the questioner is almost certainly thinking of 
a Muslim public only. 
'^^^  «Wa-hal yajüzu ' 1-ta'bïr 'an al-qur'àn al-'azïz bi-'l-alfàz al-a'jamiyya li-yafhama 
man lam yafham al-lisàn al-'arabî am la? Wa-in qultum bi-'l-thânï fa-huwa makrùh aw 
muharram? Wa-hal yajüzu li-khatîb jamà'a là yafqahüna 'l-'arabiyya an yakhtuba lahum 
yawm al-jum'a bi-'l-'arabiyya thumma yufassiru bi-'l-'ajamiyya? Wa-hal yufraqu bayna 
man yufassiru kalima kalima aw yakhtubu wa-yukmilu '1-khutbatayn thumma yufassiru-
humá bi-'l-'ajamiyya -kullu dhâlika 'alà '1-minbar- am là?» 
'^ 1 SeeWiegers(1995),p.312. 
'^ 2 See Cabanelas Rodríguez (1952); Wiegers (1994). 
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Several Mudejar manuscripts containing Romance sermons show 
that the second problem was by no means a theoretical one either. 
Many Romance versions are written interlinearly in the Arabic texts 
and some are accompanied by a remark that they were «translated for 
the common people Çâmmd)» '^^. 
IL2. The Answers 
Concerning the first question^ the Màlikite, Shàfi'ite and Hanafite 
scholars explicitly agree that the circumstances specified in it justify 
postponing the performance of the duty of emigration. The answer of 
the Hanbalite scholar is more sophisticated in that it provides a conci-
se treatise of three categories of people in relation to the duty of emi-
gration. It seems that he wanted to make clear that he could not really 
answer the question without knowing to which group the people con-
cerned should be reckoned. The first group is obliged to emigrate. It 
consists of people who are able to travel, while they cannot openly pro-
fess and observe the Islamic faith under Christian rule. The second 
group is not obliged to emigrate. It consists of people who are unable to 
leave for various reasons, for instance because they are ill or because 
they are forced to stay. The third group is not obliged to emigrate, but 
recommended to do so. It consists of people who are able to profess 
and observe the Islamic faith openly under Christian rule. They are ad-
viced to leave in order to strengthen the Muslims, to participate in the 
fihád and to end their mingling with Infidels and their direct contact 
with their reprehensible practices. Concerning the amount of money to 
be spent for the performance of the duty of emigration, all legal specia-
lists agree that a Muslim is not obliged to ruin himself for it. The Mali-
kite scholar specifies that one is not obliged to spend more than a third 
of one's wealth for this purpose. This is also the percentage of which 
one has the right to dispose freely as charity, or by testament or vow. 
The Hanbalite scholar takes a different position and stresses that the 
exact percentage should be defined on the basis of customary practices 
(which may vary from one place to another). 
As we have stated before, in Valencia, where the questioner(s) ap-
parently came from, and outright prohibition to emigrate prevailed. 
'>-^ Wiegers(1994),p.205. 
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Mudejars who attempted to do so without permission were punished in 
the way indicated in the question, i.e. by enslavement and by confisca-
tion of property. According to all four muftis this justified postpone-
ment of the duty of emigration. The Hanbalite scholar even allows for 
the possibility that if the persons involved were able to profess and ob-
serve the Islamic faith (i.e. if they belonged to the third group), they were 
not obliged to emigrate, but only adviced to do so, i.e. it would cease to 
be an obligation. Moreover, unlike Ibn Rabr and other Andalusian and 
Maghribi scholars (such as al-'Abdûsï, whose fatwá will be discussed 
below, and who is of the opinion that one is obliged to perform the hij-
ra even if this means that one has to spend all one's money) all four 
agreed that a Muslim is only obliged to spend part of his money in or-
der to perform the hijra. 
Concerning second question^ all four specialists agree that the per-
son concerned can perform the hajj under the circumstances and the 
conditions specified in the question and return to his country of origin. 
The Màlikite scholar stresses that he should return in order not to cause 
harm to the life and property of others. The Hanbalite scholar specifies 
that the person who gets permission from the Infidels to perform the 
hajj on the condition of returning is obliged to do so, except if this per-
son is a woman. The Hanafite scholar adds that the circumstances spe-
cified, including the condition of returning and the impossibility of per-
forming the duty of emigration at the same time, do not justify 
postponing the performance of the hajj. 
The four answers given to the third question agree that religious 
scholars can postpone the duty of emigration in order to serve their fel-
low Muslims (both the members of established Muslim communities 
and Muslim captives who happen to live there). There are some slight 
differences, however, between the precise legal evaluations given in the 
various answers. First of all, the Màlikite and the Shàfi'ite scholars 
agree that religious scholars in this situation do not only have the right 
to stay but are actually obliged to do so. According to the Màlikite 
scholar, this obligation exists if the religious scholars concerned know 
that the Islamic faith will fall into decay if they leave. According to the 
Shàfi'ite scholar, the mere fact that the local Muslims will profit from 
their presence is sufficient to oblige them to stay. From al-ShàfiTs Kitàb 
al-Umm he quotes the story of Ibn 'Abbas who, after the Emigration, 
had stayed behind in Mecca with the approval of the Prophet. His pre-
sence was a support for the Muslims who had stayed behind too. He 
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also refers to the custom of the Prophet to order his armies to give new 
converts the choice between emigrating and staying. The Hanafite scho-
lar thinks along the same lines but takes a more prudent position, by 
stating that it is «perhaps to be regarded as an individual duty» that they 
indeed should stay. On the other hand, the Hanbalite scholar tends to 
judge their position on the same level as that of the other Muslims. He 
states that anyone who can openly practice his faith, observe the reli-
gious prescriptions and teach the religious duties, is allowed to stay in 
the Territory of Unbelief. It seems that he does not want to deal with 
the religious scholars as a separate case in comparison with the other 
Muslims. In conclusion, all the answers agree that the legal reliability of 
a religious scholar is not invalidated, whenever he stays in Christian ter-
ritory, under the conditions described in the questions and/or the ans-
wers. 
Concerning the fourth question^ all four scholars agree that the man 
concerned should be permitted to return. The Shafi'ite and Hanafite 
scholars grant this permission in an unconditional sense. According to 
the Hanbalite scholar, it is only permitted for him to return if he does 
not endanger his personal security by doing so. The Malikite scholar 
provides a specific motive for his opinion. He stresses, by quoting the 
Prophet, that a man commits a grave sin by neglecting those whom he 
provides for (like his children). This will be the case when their reli-
gious life, their property or their personal safety have been harmed be-
cause of his departure. 
The widest difference of views is to be observed in the answers gi-
ven by the four legal specialists to the complex of problems involved in 
the fifth question, regarding the use of Spanish in a religious context. 
This is perhaps also due to the fact that the first issue was raised in a ra-
ther vague manner. The questioner started to ask whether «it is permit-
ted to express the (meaning of) the Quran in Spanish words in order to 
make it understood to those who do not understand Arabic». The mea-
ning of this question was apparently understood by the four scholars 
concerned in different manners. The Malikite and Shafi'ite scholars sta-
te that is not permissible to recite the Quran in a language other than 
Arabic. The Malikite scholar specifies that this prohibition applies to a 
person who can recite the Quran in Arabic. He makes an exception for 
students. The Shafi'ite scholar argues that recitation of the Quran in a 
language other than Arabic is prohibited because, in doing so, one loses 
the specific literary quality of the Quran, known in Islamic thought as 
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/ "jàz al-qur'àn (the «inimitability of the Qur'an»). The Hanbalite scholar 
uses exactly the same argument, to stress that it is forbidden to translate 
[the [meaning (ma'no) of] the Quran. Finally, the Hanafite scholar ar-
gues that it is permitted to make the Quran understood in a language 
other than Arabic and that it not even «reprehensible» to do so. 
The answers given reflect the different tendencies in pre-modern ti-
mes within the four madhhabs, all of wich, except the Hanafite madh-
hab, in principle prohibited recitation of the Quran in a language other 
than Arabic. The background of this difference is that the Hanafite 
madhhab had another opinion about the 'definition' of the Quran. Ac-
cording to the Hanafite scholars the Quran does not stop being the Qu-
ran after translation; its «being the Quran» lies in the meaning, which 
can be preserved in a faithful, literal translation. According to prevai-
ling opinions in the other madhhabs the Quran stops being the Quran 
in the process of translation. Hence, they did not allow reciting a trans-
lation. The Hanafite scholar in question, however, qualifies commen-
ting on the Quran in a non-Arabic language as allowed and not repre-
hensible. Only the Màlikite scholar deals with a situation in which 
believers are unable to recite the Quran in Arabic. He deems it allowed 
to do so when one is unable to recite it in Arabic and when such trans-
lations are used by students. This last situation seems to apply perfectly 
to the Romance-speaking Mudejars. It should be noted, however, that 
as far as we know, most Valencian Mudejars spoke Arabic. This ques-
tion may indicate that the questioner either put this question on behalf 
of Romance-speaking Mudejars or belonged to a part of the Mudejar 
population which spoke Romance. 
The Màlikite scholar states that a preacher who is able to give his 
sermon in Arabic is not allowed to do so in another language, espe-
cially if one assumes, that the sermon replaces two rak'as during the Fri-
day salât (The implication of this remark is that the use of a language 
other than Arabic during the sermon would in such circumstances inva-
lidate the salât.) Explaining the sermon in a language other than Arabic, 
either word by word or completely, is an infringement of the rules of 
the Sunna concerning the Friday service '^^. 
94 «Wa-lá tajüzu qirà'at al-qur'àn bi-ghayr al-'arabiyya li-'l-qádir 'alayhá illa min mu-
ta'allim li-muta'allim lá yumkinuhu ghayru dhálika 'l-qadr al-lázim. Wa-lá yakhtubu '1-
qádir 'ala 'l-'arabiyya bi-ghayrihá, khusüsan in quina: innahá badalun 'an rak'atayn wa-'l-
imám al-qádir 'ala 'l-'arabiyya là yaqra' bi-ghayrihá li-ghayrihi. Wa-ammá tafsíruhá 
bi-ghayri 'l-'arabiyya jumlatan wáhida aw shay'an fa-shay'an fa-dhálika mukhrijun lahá 
'an sunnat al-jum'a.» 
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The Hanbalite scholar agrees that it is not permitted to give the Fri-
day sermon in a language other than Arabic. In his viev^ it is, hov^ever, 
permitted to explain its meaning (with the exception of the Quranic 
verses quoted) in another language after having completed it. In formu-
lating this judgement he assumes that this explanation is directed to an 
audience whose presence is necessary to complete the minimum of 
worshippers required for the legal performance of a Friday service. The 
implicit suggestion is that in the case of the presence of a sufficient 
number of worshippers who know Arabic there is no need to grant this 
permission. 
The Shàfi'ite scholar takes an intermediate position. He argues that 
the sermon should be given in Arabic, if there is someone among the 
community able to do so. In this case, it is sufficient for the rest of the 
audience to know that the preacher is presenting a religious admonition 
(without their understanding its precise contents). However, if there is 
no one among them who can do so, then one of them can give the ser-
mon in his own language. At the same time, however, it is their duty to 
see to it that one of them learns Arabic. When the time needed for the 
acquisition of a sufficient amount of Arabic has passed and none of 
them has in fact learnt it, then all of them are sinning. Consequently, 
they cannot celebrate a Friday service any longer and should perform 
the salât al-juma as an ordinary salât al-zuhr. 
Finally, the Hanafite scholar confines himself to saying that it is 
permissible for a preacher to use a language other than Arabic in the 
way specified in the question, especially if there is a lack of the know-
ledge of Arabic (apparently, on the part of the audience) and an inabi-
lity (on the part of the preacher) to convey his message in it. 
All four scholars sustain the principle of the Arabic language as the 
language of the sermon. Three scholars do so by stating that the sermon 
should be given in Arabic, while at the same time allowing in various 
ways for the possibility under specific circumstances to explain it after-
wards to an audience which does not master Arabic. Only the Màlikite 
scholar does not deal with the situation the questioner is referring to: a 
situation in which the believers only speak the Romance vernacular 
and do not master Arabic. This is a remarkable answer to a questioner 
known to have belonged to a Màlikite community, among which (as we 
have seen above) sermons were indeed given in Spanish as well. None 
of the scholars does full justice to the details of the question; the pro-
blems whether a preacher should paraphrase the sermons in a piece-
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meal way or only after completing them, and whether he is allowed to 
do so from the pulpit (possibly a prevailing practice in Christian Spain) 
are not discussed. 
III. THE ISLAMIC STATUTE OF MUDEJAR ISLAM: 
AN ATTEMPT TOWARDS A TYPOLOGY OF ISLAMIC LEGAL THOUGHT 
Do the stern views of Ibn RabF represent the dominant line of 
thought of the Andalusian and Maghribi jurists about Muslims living 
under Christian rule in Spain, or did a more pragmatic approach pre-
vail among them, in the vein of some of the answers of the Cairo jud-
ges? We can only try to formulate a tentative answer by sketching a 
typology of the two different approaches of Mudejar Islam in Christian 
Spain that can be distinguished in the writings of Muslim legal scholars. 
We will label the first of these two approaches as the «pragmatic line»; 
the second as the «hard line». 
The earliest traceable Andalusian discussion about a Muslim in 
Christian territory refers to a person who had remained in Barcelona, 
apparently after its conquest in 185/801, and who had turned against 
the Muslims out of fear of being killed if caught. Yahyà ibn Yahyà sta-
ted that this Muslim was to be treated as a Muslim highway-robber 
committing theft in the Territory of Islam because he had not forsaken 
his Islamic religion. (In other words, his staying behind under Christian 
rule was not to be judged as an act of apostasy.) If he were caught, his 
case should be submitted to the ruler who would have to judge him like 
one of the ahl al-fasüd wa-^'1-haràba. His property, however, should not 
be touched by anyone catching him '^ \ 
New ideas were developed in the time of the early Reconquista du-
ring the Almoravid period (first half of the 12th century), by the Chief 
Judge of Córdoba, Ibn al-Hájj al-Tujîbï (458-549). He rejected the idea 
that Muslims left behind in Christian territory should be put on the 
same level as converts in Dar al-Harb, Referring to the treaties with the 
Christian Kings these Muslims were living under, Ibn al-Hájj defended 
the inviolability of their life, property and children 6^. This pragmatic 
view was tantamount to a de facto recognition of Islam under Christian 
y'' Apud al-Wansharîsï, Al-MVyàr, vol. 2, pp. 129-130. 
'^ f' Al-Wansharîsï, Al-MVyàr, vol. 2, p. 129. 
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rule. Similar ideas were defended by the anonymous Mudejar mufti re-
ferred to by Ibn Rabr, and by the Moroccan mufiï a\-'Ahdüsí (d. 849/ 
1445). The latter argued, first of all, that the testimony of Muslims in 
Christian Spain can be accepted, on the basis of the assumption that 
they were not staying among the Infidels out of free choice, and because 
leaving them would endanger their lives and their families. Secondly, 
he stressed that in the absence of a legitimate Muslim ruler (as was the 
case in Christian Spain) the community of the Muslims (al-jamá "a) as-
sumed his functions, also as a source of legitimacy. Whether or not a 
Muslim judge in Christian Spain must be recognized as legitimate de-
pends, therefore, on the willingness of the local Muslims to accept him 
of their own free will, even if he was appointed by the Christian ruler 
and not by themselves. The same holds true for the entire Islamic judi-
ciary infrastructure in Christian Spain together with the verdicts and 
documents emanating from it ^ .^ 
The fatwds from Cairo, analyzed above, breath a similar pragmatic 
spirit. This also holds true in particular for the fatwà of al-Ramlî Senior 
(d. 957/1550), translated by Abou al-Fadl, who even stresses that Mus-
lims are obliged to go on living under Christian rule to further the prea-
ching of the Islamic message, as long as they enjoy the freedom to prac-
tice their religion. Under such conditions, a land ruled by a Christian 
king must even be considered as part of Dàr al-Islám\ This is precisely 
the same view we encounter in some modern writings on the statute of 
Muslims living in Western Europe, for instance in the work of the Mo-
roccan scholar 'Abd al-'Azïz ibn al-Siddiq. Describing the liberties en-
joyed and the numerous religious institutions (mosques, institutes, 
schools, etcetera) created by Muslims in Europe and America, inclu-
ding the preaching of Islam and the conversion of Europeans and Ame-
ricans to Islam, he concluded that «Europe and America, by virtue of 
this, have become an Islamic country fulfilling all the Islamic characte-
ristics by which a resident living there becomes the resident of an Isla-
mic country in accordance with the terminology of the legal scholars of 
Islam» ^^ . Ibn al-Siddiq thus revives the old Shàfi'ite doctrine stating 
•^^ Al-Wazzànï, Al-MVyàr al-jadîd, vol. 3, pp. 20-21, who refers to Al-'Abdüsfs faíwá 
on the basis of a summary found in the Nawàzil by the Granadan mufti Ibn Tarkàt 
(middle of the 15th century). The summary was translated into French by Mercier, in: 
Ibn Hudhayl, La parure des cavaliers et Vinsigne des preux, vol. 2, pp. 60-61. 
'^ « Ibn al-Siddiq (1995), p. 30; see also p. 61. 
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that Dur al-Islám exists wherever a Muslim is able to practise the major 
religious rites and observances. This vision was also adopted by Ra-
ched al-Ghannouchi, the main intellectual leader of the Tunisian Isla-
mist Nahda-movement, who in 1989, on the occasion of a congress of 
the Union of Islamic Organisations in France (UOIF) declared that 
France had become Dar al-Islám. The leading circles of the UOIF 
adopted this view, which was to replace the doctrine previously adhe-
red to that France was merely part of Dar al-Ahd ^^ . 
Apart from the pragmatically orientated view points, there is what 
we decided to call «the uncompromising line». It seems that the oldest 
testimony of the uncompromising line is to be found only in the fatwà 
of Ibn Rabr (ca. 1266 A.D.) which we have already been analyzed in de-
tail. A similar line was defended by Ibn Miqlàsh, living in Oran at the 
end of the 14th century ^^^^\ In the absence of sufficient biographical in-
formation about him, we can only suppose that his views must be un-
derstood in connection with the Spanish military activities in North 
Africa at that time. The same holds true for Ibn 'Arafa (716/1316-
803/1401), who refers to an island near the coast of Tunisia when re-
jecting the validity of the documents issued in the name of the judges of 
the Mudejars: «The condition of accepting the document issued by a 
judge is the validity of his office in which he should have been appoin-
ted by someone who is entitled to do so in one way or another. We 
should therefore be on our guard against the documents of the judges 
the Mudejars like the judges of the Muslims of Valencia, Tortosa and 
Qawsara, etcetera» ^^\ Qawsara is to be identified as Pantelleria, the small 
island between Sicily and Tunisia, which was conquered by the Sici-
lians in 1221, and subsequently came under Aragonese dominion 102 
Its Muslim population accepted a Mudejar status. The 14th century wit-
nessed a gradual process of Christianisation of the inhabitants. During 
the life of the said Ibn 'Arafa, at the end of the 14th century and the be-
ginning of the 15th century, the island went through a period of politi-
cal and social anarchy. At the beginning of the 15th century, the Tuni-
yy Kepel(1994),208,27lff. 
'<«' Cf. Buzineb (1988-1989). 
^^ '^  «Wa-kamà là tuqbalu shahàdatuhum ka-dhálika là yuqbalu khitâb hukkàmihim. 
Qàla Ibn 'Arafa rahimahu 'Uàh: wa-shart qabül khitâb al-qâdï sihhat wilâyatihi mimman 
tasihhu tawliyatuhu bi-wajh, ihtirâzan min mukhàtabat qudàt ahl al-dajn ka-qudàt musli-
mï Balansiyya wa-Turtüsha wa-Mawsara [sic] 'indanâ wa-nahwa dhàlika»: apud al-Wans-
harïsï, al-Mi'yàr, vol. 2, p. 133. 
102 See EI2 s.v. Kawsara (art. M. Talbi). 
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sian authorities (perhaps under the influence of muftis Uke Ibn 'Arafa 
and al-Burzulï (d. 1438 lo )^ strongly urged the MusHm population to 
emigrate to Tunis O^"*. 
Al-Wansharïsï (d. in Fez, in 914/1508) is the last representative of 
the hard line v i^th respect to the position of Muslims under Christian 
rule in Spain. However, his views too must be placed within their pro-
per historical context, viz. the preceding conquest of the last remainders 
of al-Andalus and the official Moroccan policies towards Christian 
Spain at the end of the 15th century. 
Al-Wansharïsï is known to have compiled two separate fatwàs con-
cerning the position of Muslims in Christian Spain. These fatwàs have 
played a very prominent role, both in the discussions of Muslim scho-
lars who lived after him and in orientalist studies concerning this issue. 
This is not the place for a detailed comparison between the views of al-
Wansharïsï and Ibn RabF, which should be postponed until the publi-
cation of the full text of Ibn RabF's fatwà. It should be stressed, never-
theless, that al-Wansharïsï made extensive use of Ibn RabF's treatise in 
both of his fatwàs, including lengthy quotations and paraphrases, with-
out referring to him a single time. 
In the first fatwà, to be discussed below, al-Wansharïsï integrated 
the most fundamental issues dealt with by Ibn RabF from a more or less 
theoretical perspective, especially the question whether or not it was 
permitted to live as a Muslim under Christian rule. He thereby adopted 
Ibn RabF's line of thought totally, including many of his references to 
the Quran, Sunna and legal sources. To the latter he added occasional 
references not to be found in the fatwà of Ibn RabF. In the second fatwà 
al-Wansharïsï answered the question of a man from Marbella who had 
asked permission to stay in Christian Spain in order to render his servi-
ces as an interpreter between the Muslims and the Christian authorities. 
Here, al-Wansharïsï integrated the data provided by Ibn RabF concer-
ning the impossibility of performing the 'ibàdàt correctly in Christian 
Spain. 
The first fatwà is entitled Asna al-matàjirfi bayàn ahkàm man ghalaba 
'ala watanihi al-nasàrà wa-lam yuhàjir wa ma yatarattaba 'alayhi min 
al-'uqubàt wa 'l-zawàjir, which can be translated as «The best and most 
beautiful that can be purchased to explain the legal rules with respect to 
103 Mentioned by 'Abd al-Wahhàb, cited in Bresc (1971), p. 108. 
104 Bresc (1971), p. 110. 
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him, whose fatherland has been taken by the Christians and yet did not 
emigrate, and about the punishments and restrictions resulting from 
this». 
The fatwá deals with some Andalusian Muslims who had emigrated 
to Morocco but regretted having left Spain and wanted to return. They 
were not satisfied with their life in the Maghrib, where they probably 
stayed in the neighbourhood of Fez ^^^. They had suffered financial los-
ses because they had left behind their Granadan properties, their hou-
ses, lands, gardens and vineyards, etc., and now they regretted their hij-
ra because they found themselves in a difficult situation; they did not 
easily find adequate means of making a living and did not find the sa-
fety needed in order to travel through the various parts of the country. 
In fact they say they want to return to Spain, and accept the domination 
of the Infidels ^^^^, Was it permissible to say these things or to return 
from Dàr al-Islüm to Dàr al-Kuff! What measures should be taken? 
This fatwà seems to be dated Sunday, 19 Dhü '1-Qa'da 896, which 
would correspond to Friday 23 September 1491. However, this reading 
is difficult to accept for a technical and a historical reason i^ '^ . The tech-
nical problem is that 23 September 1491 did not fall on a Sunday but 
on a Friday. Most likely, an error has crept into the reading of the year 
in which the fatwà was finished. However, this year is read by Casiri, in 
his famous Bibliotheca, as 898, which corresponds to Sunday 23 Sep-
tember 1493 ^^^ 
This brings us to the historical problem. If the fatwá was finished in 
September 1491 al-Andalus was already reduced to the City of Grana-
da and a small territory around it but until that moment there still exis-
ted a theoretical possibility to return to al-Andalus without having to ac-
cept the domination of the Christians. However, al-Wansharïsï makes no 
mention at all of that possibility. It seems therefore likely that it was 
completed only after the fall of Granada in January 1492. It is indeed 
from that time that we also have reports about groups of Andalusian 
emigrants in Fez who wished to return to Granada and accept the 
'"•^  Al-MVyàr,yjo\.2,\).\3\. 
1(^6 Al-Mryár, vol. 2, pp. 119-20. 
'07 Cf. Lévi-Provençal (1928), ill, p. 264; Mu'nis (1957), p. 182. Al-Miyár, ed. Haj-
jï a.o., vol. 2, p. 138 reads: «katabahu yawm al-ahad al-tasf 'ashar li-Dhï Qa'da al-haram 
min 'am s.n.a. wa-tis'm wa-thamanimi'a». The lithographic edition of the MCyar, howe-
ver, also reads «sitta» instead of s.n.a., which is therefore probably a printing error. 
i"«.Vol.2,p. 170[no. 1753]. 
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dajn 109. Therefore , a l though the title of the fatwà suggests that it will 
deal with the statute of Muslims under Christian rule in general, it in 
fact addresses the specific problem of the possibility of returning to 
Christian Spain, after the hijra to North Africa had already been perfor-
med and after the destruction of Islam's last stronghold in the Peninsu-
la. This was, of course, a very sensitive political issue, because the com-
plaints of the people concerned implied that they preferred to live 
under the authority of the Christian King of Spain rather than in Dar al-
Islàm, under the protection of a legitimate Muslim ruler. 
The historical impact of these two distinct lines of thought cannot 
be adequately deduced from religious sources only, in view of their 
dogmatic, predominantly a-historical character. In order to understand 
their historical influence, they should be studied within the wider per-
spective of the historical relations between al-Andalus on the one hand 
and the Christian Kingdoms of Spain on the other, as they are reflected, 
for example, in the texts of treaties between the two sides. These trea-
ties, as well as the actual relations between Islam and Christianity im-
plied by them, are in fact concrete applications of the more fundamen-
tal legal views about the statutes of Dàr al-Islàm and Dàr al-Harb 
underlying them, like the ones discussed in the present article. The con-
clusion of these treaties, which frequently involved, directly or indi-
rectly, the position of Muslims living in Christian Spain as well, are un-
likely to have taken place without the prior consultation and agreement 
of the legal advisors of Muslim rulers. They are therefore to be regar-
ded as historical sources from which the attitudes of the legal elite can 
be gauged in an indirect way. Generally speaking, it seems that the Mus-
lim jurists of al-Andalus were prepared to accept, under certain conditions, 
the existence of Muslim communities under Christian rule. 
In conclusion, we may formulate the following hypothesis for furt-
her research: Within the context of peaceful relations which crystallized 
in international treaties (or in treaties between a Christian ruler and a 
Muslim community living in his realm), it was the pragmatic line of le-
gal thought that prevailed. However, in times of war or military con-
loa Al-Maqqarî, Azhàr al-riyâd, vol. 1, p. 68: wa kâna min qadar Allah ta'âlâ anna-
hum lammá wasalù madînat Fâs asaba al-nàs bihá shidda 'azïma, min al-dju'wá' wa'l-
ghalá' wa '1-tá'ün, hattâ farra kathïr minhum bi-sabab dhàlika, wa-raja'a ba'd ahl al-An-
dalus ilà bilàdihim fa-akhbarù bi-tilka al-shidda fataqâ'asa man arada al-jawáz 
wa-'azamû 'ala al-iqàma wa '1-dajn. Al-Maqqarï probably took this report from the 
anonymous Nubdhat al- asrlBnstani and Quirós (1940), p. 44/tr. p. 56]. 
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frontation, it was the hard line that came to the fore. This is exactly 
what happened in the case of the fatwàs of Ibn RabF (that served the 
Nasrid policy towards Murcia, if our interpretation can be accepted) 
and of his follower, al-Wansharïsî, who wrote after the destruction of 
the last remnants of al-Andalus in 1492 and who indirectly defended 
his country and his ruler, against the King of Christian Spain, as the new 
source of religious legitimacy to be recognized and obeyed by all Mus-
lims of Andalusian extraction, whether they had yet to fulfil their duty 
to emigrate or were living in Morocco already. 
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ABSTRACT 
The present article aims at analyzing and evaluating the data of a new sour-
ce concerning the legal views of Muslim scholars about the Islamic statute of 
the Muslim communities living under Christian rule in the Iberian Peninsula 
from the 12th up till the early 16th centuries. We are dealing here with (1) and 
unpublished fatwá of the Andalusian scholar Ibn Rabr (d. 719/1320) and (2) 
unpublished fatwas of the Chief Judges of the four Sunnite madhhabs in Cairo 
around the year 1510 A.D. In all probabiUty, the first fatwá was closely related 
to the events following the Mudejar revolt in Murcia in 1265 and the Christian 
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reconquest of the city in 1266» This fatwà stresses that Muslims living under 
Christian rule are absolutely obliged to perform the duty of emigration (hijra) 
to Islamic territory. A much more pragmatic view was, however, defended by 
the Chief Judges of the four madhhabs in Cairo during the early 16th century. 
The questions to which these fatwàs provide the answers, seem to have been 
posed by Muslims from Valencia, stopping over in Cairo, on their way to or 
from the hajj. In conclusion, the authors argue that from the early 12th century 
onwards two different types of legal views about the statute of Islam under 
Christian rule in the Iberian Peninsula coexisted, viz. (1) a pragmatic view, tan-
tamount to a de facto recognition of Islam under Christian rule, and (2) a rejec-
tionist view, stressing the duty to emigrate from Christian Spain to Dàr al-Islàm. 
The changing impact of these different lines of legal thought deserves to be stu-
died more closely within the context of the complex and changeable political 
relations between Christendom and Islam during the period concerned. 
RESUMEN 
El trabajo expone, analiza, y evalúa los datos de una nueva fuente sobre las 
visiones jurídicas de los 'ulamá'con respecto al estatuto islámico de las comu-
nidades islámicas bajo dominio cristiano en la Península Ibérica desde el siglo 
xii hasta el siglo xvi. Se trata de (1) una fetua desconocida e inédita del sabio 
andalusí Ibn Rabf (m. 719/1320) y (2) fetuas desconocidas de los principales 
cadíes de los cuatro madhabs sunníes en El Cairo hacia 1510 A.D. Muy proba-
blemente, hay que relacionar la primera fetua con los acontecimientos en Mur-
cia tras la sublevación mudejar de 1265 y la reconquista cristiana de la ciudad 
en 1266. El muftí subraya que los musulmanes que viven bajo dominio cristia-
no están imperativamente obligados a emigrar a territorio islámico. 
Los principales cadíes de los cuatro madhabs sunníes en El Cairo al princi-
pio del siglo XVI, sin embargo, defienden un modo de ver mucho más pragmáti-
co. Probablemente, las preguntas fueron planteadas por mudejares de Valen-
cia, que estaban en El Cairo camino de la peregrinación. 
Finalmente, los autores plantean que hay que distinguir dos tipos coexisten-
tes de visiones con respecto al estatuto del Islam bajo dominio cristiano en la 
Península Ibérica desde principios del siglo xii; (1) una visión pragmática, 
equivalente a un reconocimiento de facto del Islam bajo dominio cristiano, y 
(2) una visión «de rechazo», que asume la obligación de emigrar de la España 
cristiana a Dàr al-Islàm. El impacto variable de estas visiones jurídicas merece 
un estudio más profundo dentro del ambiente histórico de las complejas y 
cambiantes relaciones políticas entre Islam y Cristiandad en esa época. 
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